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Hearst jury views videotape
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Patricia
I Hearst, joined her jurors yesterday in
* ' watching a replay of a gun battle in
which six of her terrorist captors met
fiery death.
The presentation of videotaped
violence from a May 17. 1974.
shootout between police and the
Symbioncse Liberation Army (SLA)
came near the conclusion of the young
. heiress' defense testimony at her
federal bank robbery trial.
Then. Hearst's own words were
played in the courtroom -- a tape
recording of her speech mourning the
death of the slam SLA "soldiers" and
declaring she would rather die than
return to her former life. It was the
last communique from "Tania" of the
■ underground.

THE
DEFENDANT
appeared
impassive during the first portion of
the 35-minute tape as the voices of
William and Emily Harris reviled the
establishment and vowed to fight on
against it. But she wept softly when
she heard her voice refer to her family
"as the pig Hearsts."
Then, in her testimony. Hearst
denied that her eulogy was sincere
The words, she said, were written by
the Harrises.
She told of their frantic flight from
Los Angeles and the law - from
Anaheim to a motel in Costa Mesa,
then another motel in Oakland and
finally an apartment in that Bay area
city, where she was given her
instructions to fight with the lemnants
of the SLA

She said she was told by the
Harrises "that I was to really struggle
with them to rebuild the SLA and
make sure that people who had died
had not died in vain."
SHE ALSO testified the Hanises
told her a murder for which two SLA
members were convicted was in fact
committed by others in the group.
The November 1973 murder of
Oakland Schools Supt. Marcus Fostei
in a school parking lot was the first
crime to bring notoriety to the
fledgling SLA. Russell Little and
Joseph Rcmiro were convicted of the
slaying, but Heaist said she was told
that Donald "Cinque" DeFrce/e and
two other SLA members were
responsible.

"They said that Nancy Ling Perry
and Patricia Soltysik were the two
people in the parking lot and Cinque
was the man with the shotgun who
shot Robert Blackburn." Hearst
testified.
Blackburn. Foster's aide, was
critically
wounded.
Little
and
Remiro. she said, were in a backup car.
The videotape was used by defense
attorney F. Lee Bailey to illustrate a
key point in Hearst's defense ■• that
she did not surrender to authorities
because she feared they would kill her.
In the third day of her testimony.
Hearst told of the events after the
April 15, 1974. bank holdup with
which she is charged.

Ford outlines domestic spying limitations

I

WASHINGTON (API -- President
Ford yesterday ordered strict limits to
spying on Amencan Citizens but at the
same time proposed new powers for a
i centralized intelligence community,
including court-ordered mail opening
' f and a secrecy law.
Except for a ban on political
assassinations. Foid placed no limits
on covert operations abroad. "There
are no restraints on the conduct of
covert operations.
other than
congressional oversight." White House
aide John Marsh toM icponcis.
■ Ford proposed secrecy legislation
that would make it a crime 10 reveal
intelligence sources and methods and
ordered government employes and
contractors with access to intelligence
secrets to si^n an agreement not to
disclose tltOM secrets

--NO collection of Information on
the domestic activities of American
Citlienii
corporations
and
organizations.
-No physical surveillance or
break-ins directed against U.S. citizens.
-No infiltration of domestic groups
for the purpose of influencing or
reporting on them.
The "limited exceptions" to these
guidelines would permit the collection
of domestic intelligence, including the

Weather
Considerable
cloudiness
and
cooler today and tonight. High
today near 40. Low tonight in the
lower 20s. Tomorrow partly
cloudy and high in upper 30s.
Probability of precipitation 20 per
cent today and tonight.

Innsbruck
ffArC
'••■•

THE ATTORNEY general could
bring a cml suit against any person
breaking the agreement, while anyoneviolating the proposed law would be
liable to a maximum penally of a
S5.000 fine and five years in jail.
Reacting to disclosure ol abuses by
U.S. intelligence agencies. Ford issued
a 36-page executive order Wednesday,
expanding on his staement the night
before at a news conference.
With certain "limited exceptions."
Ford's order, effective March I. places
the following limits on intelligence
activities:
•-No electronic eavesdropping b\
the CIA inside the United States.
-No interception by the National
Security Agency of communications
to or from the United States.

use of physical surveillance, for
purposes of counter-espionage and 10
conduct
security
checks
on
government employes and contractors
with access to Intelligence secrets.
None of the limits apply to the FBI.
which will be governed bv j separate
set of guidelines to be issued by Ally.
Gen. Edward Lev! within 90 days.
IN A separate message to Congress,
Ford said he would seek legislation
that would require the government to
ohtam a judicial warrant before
msialling a national security wiretap
Ford indicated he also would seek
to expand govcrnineiii powers to open
mail, which currently is permitted
only in criminal Investigations, "We
need authority to open mail. . in
order to obtain vitally needed foreign
intelligence Information," Foid said
Under the pioccdure proposed by
Foid. the government could obtain a
court order to open mail if it could
show "there is probable cause to
believe that the sender or recipient is
an,.agent of a foreign power who is.
engaged in spying, sabotage or
tenoiism."
Ford's executive order also outlined
in detail the reorganization plan which
he said Tuesday night would hold the

Former Falcon hockey players and members of the US. Olympic team, from left,
Doug Ross and Bob Dobek, discuss with BG hockey coach Ron Mason their
memorable moments in Innsbruck. Both players expressed pride in their team's
patriotism and performance, although the squad failed to gain a medal. (See story
on page 8 I (Ncwsphoto by Mindy Milligan)

President accountable for intelligence
operations.
The plan includes the creation of a
Committee on Foreign Intelligence
headed by CIA director George Bush
to manage the funds and other
resources of the entire intelligence
community.
The committee, whose other
members are Deputy Secretary
ofDefense Robert Ellsworth and
William Hyland. deputy assistant to the
President for national security affairs,
would icport directly to the National
Security Council made up of Ford.
Vice Presdient Nelson Rockefeller.
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld
and Secretary of Slate llcniy
Kissinger.

Accompanied by a U.S. Marital Patricia Hearst leaves San
Francisco's Federal building after .in afternoon court hearing. (AP
Wirepholn)

Quality of education criticized
in University student forum
By Scott Haworth
Three students spoke about the
quality of education at the University
in a student forum Tuesday afternoon
Student Government Association
(SGA) presidentelect William Burris,
junior
(BA). James
Slu/ewski.
freshman (BA). and Michael Zeiglcr.
senior (A&S), expressed their opinions
concerning the quality of education
and how it might be impioved.
Burris compared his educational
experiences at American and Yale
Universities with his education here.
"MEDIOCRITY prevails here,"
Burris said. "You can get by with
mediocre work."
Frustrated because he was learning
theories of economics that did not
apply to the real world. Burris said he
went to American University to leam.
"I wonder how many students leave
here because of the lack of academic
challengcs," Burris said.
Students are not learning how to
write in freshman English classes.
Burris said. 'They're just doing what
they're assigned."
"Long-term projects, rather than
the short papers assigned now, would
be more of an advantage for the
students who study," Sluzewski said,
"and more of a disadvantage for the
students who don't study."
CONCERNED about plagiarism, a
faculty member asked how professors
can be sure that the students work is
their own.

Stephen Hllgeman, junior (Ed),
suggested that teachers make Ihc
students turn in an outline, lirsl draft
and introductory paragraph during the
quarter rather than making the papei
due on a sel dale

"There's a lot ol opportunities foi
Independent study hern," Sluzewski
said. "Also, there's a lot of
opportunities foi held experience."
People can learn more horn an
Internship than Jusl hum courses,
Mary Helen Irainmc, SGA cooidinator
of academic affairs and co-sponsor ol
the forum, said.
"It's better to relate courses to
reality." l-'rainmc said.
"ANY OUTSIDE experience is a
good experience." Susan Kloos. senioi
(A&S). added.
Zeigler. a student at the University
of Salzburg. Austria, compared the
educational systems of the two
countries.
Students change universities often
during their six years of college in
Austria. Zeiglcr said. But they return
to their original school lo take a final
examination over all they have learned
since they started their education.
One faculty member said that the
two systems cannot be compared
because laige numbers of students
are not allowed to attend a university
in Austria1 as they are in the United
States.
"THE KIDS that get cheated are the
bright studctns who arc allowed

!o coast through four ycarsol college."
Bruce Edwaids. associate professor of
economics, laid
Hi .idles Biggs, SCIIIOI (A.tS) and
co-sponsor of the forum, said that
academic slandaids arc on the decline
natlonwide.

"We are aware ol the problems and
we're |Usi trying to gel points across."
Framme said. "We're not trying to
change everything."

Senator
removed
S l udenl
Government
Association
(SGA)
MnatOI
Bradley Bauer was removed from
office by the Student Senate at
last night's SGA meeting. He had
two unexcused absences from
meetings, which are grounds lor
removal under the recently
approved SGA constitution.
James Slu/ewski resigned his
post as interim student senator,
effective tomorrow.
According to a statement by
Dave Crowl. SGA vice president,
Randall Hathaway, who did not
attend the meeting, will remain
SGA president for the remainder
of ihc year.
Additional details will follow in
tomorrow's
news.

Groups continue to present budgets to ACGFA
By Cindy Smercina
Staff Reporter
Budgets of four campus groups
requesting general fee funding were
presented to the Advisory Committee
on General Fee Allocations (ACGFA)
Tuesday night.
One group requested a decreased
allocation, one asked for an increase
and two groups not previously funded
by ACGFA asked for money.
1

To date 18 groups have requested a
total of $1.4 million. Eleven groups,
including Intercollegiate Athletics,
which traditionally has the largest
budget, still must present their
requests to ACGFA.
About SI .9 million will be available
for ACGFA to allocate this year.
» t»The
BG
News
requested

$71,709.14. a drop of about S9.000
from last year's allocation.
The budget shows an increase of
$45,476 in student wages and a
decrease of $96/36.50 in the cost of
paper and publishing.
The decrease in production costs
represents a leveling off of inflated
paper prices and a proposal by the
News to purchase and operate some of
its own production equipment.
But Leslie Rothenberg, BG News
business manager, could not explain to
the committee's satisfaction the
$45,000
increase
in
student
employment costs.
STAFF MEMBERS of the News are
paid a monthly salary that varies with
the job title and responsibilities.
Rothenberg said the increase
incorporated a 5 per cent raise for all

employes and an increase of $8,000
for the hiring of new workers to staff
the proposed production shop.
But S35,000 of the requested
increase still remained unexplained.
"That must have been a mistake,"
Rothenberg said.
Mark Glover, editor of the News,
said the proposal to purchase the
production euqipmeut would save the
News about $14,000 a year in
production costs.
"Hopefully, with this equipment
and the capability of producing the
News more cheaply, we will be able to
come to this committee and ask for a
gradually decreasing amount of
inoiiey." he said.
THE COMMITTEE also asked for
an explanation of the News' $20,000
unexpended 1975-76 budget. Emil
Dansker.
assistant professor of

journalism and BG News adviser, said
last year's budget projection was based
on anticipated increases in the cost of
paper that did not materialize,
resulting in the extra money.
Dennis Bottonari, an ACGFA
member, also questioned why the staff
of the News is paid while those of
other campus organizations volunteer
their time.
"There are other organizations on
this campus where people put in a lot
of time and don't get paid," he said.
ACGFA asked the News to review
its budget, estimate the 1976-77
unexpended balance and report back
to the committee by Tuesday.
The Student Consumer Union
(SCU),
a year-old organization
requested a $4,100 allocation from
ACGFA.
LAST YEAR SCU received a total

of $1,100 from the President's Club,
the Student Activities Office and from
1974-75 general fee contingency
funds.
George Dunlap, SCU president, said
his group's purpose is to provide
students with information they cannot
gather themselves.
"Students don't have the time to
research this information. We're trying
to provide a service to the students."
he said.
SCU handles consumer information
and complaints, off-campus housing
problems and special research projects.
The $4,100 would be used for
office and operating expenses and the
publication of a monthly newsletter at
a cost of $2,000.
CULTURAL
ACTIVITIES
requested $11.291, a jump of $2,341
from last year's allocation. Marilyn

Pcrlinulter, the group's representative,
laid the increases were primarily the
result of inflation.
They include a $365 increase in
communication costs, a $50 increase
in salaries and a $50 increase for
equipment rental.
Pcrlmutter said the purpose of
Cultural Activities is to "bring in the
type of things that others aren't
providing."
The student Veterans' Association
also appeared before ACGFA for the
first time and requested funding.
The group requested $360 to
finance the cost of installing a
telephone in thier office and the
publication of a quarterly newsletter,
according to James Funk, the group's
representative.
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the remarkable satin
cooperation is key
The ghost of student apathy has come to haunt yet another
University organization - the Student Co-op.
It recently was announced that the co-op might have to shut down
if new student volunteers are not found to continue running the
operation.
If this happens, students here will lose more than the services of
the co-op. They will be faced with the loss of another student owned
and operated service - all because there were not more volunteers to
man the store.
Granted, many students simply cannot afford to donate their time
to even the most worthy of organizations, but the issue here goes
beyond financial complications.
It brings up the serious question if students care enough about
anything anymore, even their own welfare.
The Student Co-op very easily could go down the drain as many
other st'idcnt activities and organizations have in the past. But there
still is time to keep it alive.
The co-op performs some vital services for the student body. It
sells records, books and other paraphernalia at prices far below those
of surrounding stores and also provides a market for those students
who have something to sell.
It seems somewhat ironic that the only thing that can keep the
Co-op alive is cooperation.

WASHINGTON -- Miss Sophie Satin
died a year ago this February in her
96th year. A botanist, a teacher, a
social historian, a museologist Miss
Satin was, although she never seemed
to have used the term, a feminist in
Czarist Russia.
In the light of our modern
consternations and controversies, it is
ironic that one of Miss Satin's
accomplishments was to be among the
very first women stenographers in
Russia.
She writes that in 1896: "I could
not continue my education because all
women's
colleges
were
Josed.
(Government edict.) All I could il<
now was to read and to wander about
in the (Moscow) ap.irtment, not
knowing what to do or how to occupy
myself. And then in this dull and
boring 'doing nothing' period I learned
by chance thai somebody offered lo
(each the graduates of our school
stenography. Wiat did the word
stenography mean? I did not know.
Nobody knew it at home, neither did
my friends. Only the doctor...said that
this word in Greek should mean
'Narrow writing,' but whai is this

watch voters, not polls
MANCHESTER, New Hampshire Way back in 1964, when the public
opinion polls were having a devil of a
time determining if New Hampshire
would give Nelson Rockefeller or
Barry Goldwater ihe Republican right
to run against President Johnson, a
couple of us poll-weary reporters
conceived a way to strike back.
We would, by golly, run a poll of
our own. But ours would be different.
We would not ask whether Granite
Staters prefered the liberal Now York
governor or the nation's number one
conservative. We would not enquire
about the popularity of Rockefeller's
progressive views on civil rights or
about Goldwatci's scary talk on Social
Security.
WE WOULD instead simply ask
voters if they had been polled by the
television networks, by the major
public opinion samplers, by the New
York
"Times," the Washington
"Post," the Boston papers, or by the
stale's
biggest
newspaper.
the
Manchester "Union-Leader," run then.
as now, by the virulent William Loeb.
My partner in this pollon-polls was
George Kentera, then a Washington
correspondent and now the managing
editor of the Philadelphia "Bulletin."
He for the Newark (New Jersey)
"News" and I for the Detroit "News"
would give our readers the lowdnwn
on the slate of things in New
Hampshire on Ihe eve of the big
primary lest.
So we slogged through the snowy
sheets of Manchester' and Concord,
notebooks at Ihe ready, interviewing
New
Hampshire
votcis
al
supermarkets, gas stations, drug stores
and at their front doors. Our survey
findings were published on the front
pages of both our newspapers the
following day.
I can't remember Kentera s lead but
I recall Ihe gist of mine: "A poll of
New Hampshire primary voters today
shows conclusively lhal a majority of
them has never been polled on their
choice for the 1964 presidential
election."
WELL, THE situation is the same
here
today.
Opinion
sampling
techniques have been refined to a
science.
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The pollsters outnumber the
candidates and, judging by the
commotion, seem to outnumber Ihe
reporters. Everybody who is anybody
in New Hampshire has got himself a
poll.
But a majority of New Hampshire
folks still hasn't confided
its
preferences to Ihe press. Of the!
fraction that has, the fronlrunncr in
the Ford-Reagan primary would seem
t > be "Undecided," while "Who he''"
loads the big pack of Democratic
presidential contenders.
Serves us right, loo. Some things
ab«ul New Hampshire never change.
Ilr hills stretch away toward
Vermont and Maine, the village greens
and the stark white steeples and Ihe
Iwangy accent tends lo lull a stranger
into thinking he has come upon a
quaint piece of old New England, far
from the madding crowds of New
York City. Chicago, and l.os Angeles.
TRUE, New Hampshire has only
about 800,000 residents, just enough
to qualify I'm two scats in Congress.
Bui this is a highly-industrialized state,
heavily
into
electronics
and
technology, and its social structure
and demography have pulled it
inexorably away from the old
Republican faith and loward the
Democratic parly, notwithstanding
Loeb and his right-wing prolege.
Governor Mcldiini Thomson. Jr. Both
of its U.S. senators and one of its
congressmen are Democrats.

Yet New Hampshiic is basically
conservative, placing high value on
frugality, education, individual rights,
self-support, and local participation in
government.
It still has the nation's biggest stale
legislature, so big in fact thai citi/ens
in the smaller hamlets take turns
serving terms in Concord.
This is the state which has usurped
Ihe riglil lo hold the first presidential
primary and deems to tell the rest of
the country who may be properly
considered to occupy the While
House. We mav think that's i'lngical
and unfair.
But New Hampshire residents tlko
their assignment seriously and with
pride. Which is why th"- polling year is
so important to the candidates in New
Hampshire and to the outside media ■ltd, let's face It, so often misleading
and inconsequential.
AS DR. George Gallup has put it,
'The record of polls in primary
elections is so bad that the
sophisticated poll-watcher will pay
little attention to them, or make
allowances for large errors, if he does."
So relax about New Hampshire's
February 24 primary. Most of' the
voters haven't been polled, and, if my
current sampling is a clue, they don't
much care.
Ah, yes, about that 1964 primary
lest
between
Goldwater
and
Rockefeller. They finished in a dead
heal, while the Republican winner was
Henry Cabot Lodge,
then our
ambassador in Vietnam.
Lodge beat them both -• on write-in
votes. His candidacy was a lark. Maybe
New Hampshire was trying to tell us
something about the others.
Copyright, 1976, Universal
Syndicate/Detroit News

Once again the students of BGSU
have shown their generosity and
concern by participating in the campus
blood drive.
Two weeks ago. a total of 509 pints
were drawn in two days. The daily
totals were 228 and 281 wit1-, the
latter being a new record high. Thank
you to all who gave of their time and
"substance."
A big thanks to these groups who
provided workers: Alpha Chi Omega,
Alpha Delta Pi. Alpha Xi Delta. Alpha
Gamma Delta, Angel Flight, Circle K,
Delia Gamma. Delia Sigma Thela.
Delta Zeta, Kappa Delta, Med Tech
Club. Omega Phi Alpha. Phi Beta
Lambda, Phi Mu. Royal Green.
University Red Cross. VIP. Zeta Beta
Tau. Zeta Phi Beta and the Union
staff.
Thanks again and we hope to see
you April 13. 14 and 15.
Lois Edwards
Blood Drive Chairman
317 McDonald East

sticking it
Let': liCai auoiiic: cheer for llollis
Moore and another Zee increase.
The front page item in the
Wednesday's Jan. 28 edition of The
BG News gave many reasons why the
proposed instructional fee increase was
needed: a
projected
$985,615
University budget deficit and Gov.
James
Rhodes'
cuts
totalling

MISS SATIN WROTE that the skill
was invaluable to her. Not only was
she able to earn money with it. but
stenographers were so rare and so
much in demand that her services were
used at lectures and political occasions
she might otherwise not have been
able to attend.
In 1905 she was sent to Paris lo
make a transcript of an international
conference, but when she arrived and
the admiral for whom she was lo work
got a look at her, she remembered,
"He exclaimed. 'They sent a woman!
What a shame. Poor Russia...' But still
worse was the attitude of the three
French official stenographers. They
refused to move when I approached
the desk given us...One of them
muttered: the place of women is in the
kitchen, and it was the British
stenographer who got up. moved his
papers and politely offered me the
necessary space for my work."
To his credit, let it be said, thai the
admiral changed his mind and twice
offered Miss Satin a job.
THIS SMALL skirmish is described
in her "Recollections." a book of groat
charm written at the behest of
American friends but which is
unhappily unpublished.
In it you get an idea of what
Russian women had 10 go through to

S635.999. However. Dr. Moore didn't
give any other possibilities to avoid the
fee increase, other than "sticking it to
the students again."
Instead of forcing the students to
shell out more of their or their parents
hard earned money, why not cut some
of the administrations' salaries by two
or three per cent'' It seems to me that
if Dr. Moore is supposedly so hesitant
about raising the fees, he would
sacrifice a small portion of his already
inflated income to help the University
out.
BUT WE ARE not conducting a
personal
vendetta
against
Dr.
Mooie-we feel he should have some
company with his salary cut by giving
the same two or three per cent cut to
all members of Ihe Boaid of Trustees,
the budget committee members,
administrators and even faculty
members if need be. to keep the
tuition here at BG as low as possible.
In paitial support for the fee
increase. Dr. Moore actually went
inside a dormitory'' Remarkable, in
that "many" of the students he talked
to did not know what portion of a
quarters' fees were instructional or
general.
M..y I inform Dr. Moore that I. for
one. know exactly how my fees are
split up. I am a commuter student and
I also lm a veteran, having served in
the Army. If it were not for my VA
benefits, I would not have been able to
return to college lo finish my
education.
The total fees for me are $260 per
quarter-not including books, lab fees.

NOT ONLY did Miss Satin become
a botanist, but she and her friends
raised the money, collected and
mounted the specimens for a free
natural history museum.
Next they began to design and
manufacture visual aids for leaching
Russian children the natural sciences
even as they continued their work of
collecting and cataloging ihe flora and
fauna of their native land. This could
entail risks as when the tartar
coachman almost totaled them and the
microscope she had purchased with
her Paris stenographic earnings.
When they both survived, ihe
coachman told her, " 'Miss you were
saved by Mahomet, you won't die
until you will achieve something
great.' This is apparently the reason
why I am still alive so long."
What would Russia be like today if
il hadn't driven out people like Sophie
Satin and her family, which included
her
brother-in-law
Sergei
Rachmaninoff?
HER DESCRIPTIONS of what it
was like for women lo live in the
Soviet Union in that period are less
horrifying
than
tales
of
the
concentration camps, but perhaps
more dispiriting because they're
probably more representative of
ordinary experience:
"The poor dressmaker was afraid of
everybody and everything. I shall
never forget her face, behavior and
despair when she was ordered by Ihe

Soviet Government to go to one of the
railroad stations in Moscow and be one
of the guards of a special train, holding ,
a gun in her hands.
"She was afraid even to look at the
gun and for a whole day kept it as far
from her body as possible thinking all
the time thai the gun might go off by
itself."
When Miss Satin got out of Russia f |
and away from ihe hunger and the ^ t
stupidity, she didn't take money with
her but "a rare and astonishing mould.
B]
I had been unable to complete my
research on this particular subject due
to the revolution. I had preserved the ,
mould spores for several years, having
wrapped them in sterilised paper,
hoping somewhere and somehow ro
finish up my research."
SOPHIE SATIN came lo love
America, where for many years she
pursued her life's work al the Carnegie
Institute and at Smith College.
Americans, however, did not always
understand how she could continue lo
love Russia, too. Many of them
thought it was a land where the people
live in "caves, tents and mud huts."
She confesses she lost her temper
when the wife of a Department of
Agriculture bureaucrat, where Miss
Satin worked one summer, told her. "I
imagine how happy you are lo be here,
coming from this savage, horrible and
abominable country."
Miss Satin assumed she'd be fired
for telling the lady off bul. instead, "I
found on my table only a glass of
water with a beautiful rose, and a note
to 'Miss Satin.' Next day. after lunch, I
found on my table a splendid peach,
on the third day I found a pear. So il
went all the week...The unpleasant
incident.helped
me
to better
understand and value American
women and come closer to them."
The feminist movement these last
years has inspired notable work on the
contribution of women in our history.
Sometimes, though, immigrant women
like Miss Sophie Satin arc overlooked.

.
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Press

LBrrers
thanks

stenography for and how and when is
it used? He did not know either.
Mother decided wisely that if this
unknown thing is going to be
taught...it was worthwhile to accept
the offer. I followed her advice at
orice."

get an education in a country that had
no HEW to help them.
Miss Satin and her friends had to set
up their own college, but under the
bootleg name of "Collective Lessons."
lest ihe government close it down.
Ultimately, because of their display
of perfect behavior and staying away
from
political
meetings.
the
government began to relent and Miss
Satin was among the first class of
women
to matriculate at the
University of Moscow.

parking registration (allowing me lo
park a mere four or five miles away)
etc. My VA benefits conic to $270 per
inonth-not much at all. considering
todays' cost of living. Thai is the only
income that I have (no food stamps,
no welfare.
no
unemployment
compensation
and
no generous
allowances from my parents every
week).
So please. Dr. Moore, you wanted
feedback
from
the
student
body-here's one voice asking you not
to put more of a financial strain on the
students, or you may find that in the
near future you will have fewer
students and fewer graduates giving all
of those donations for all those new
buildings to be built in Ihe coming few
years.
Gene Cessna
11048 Jerry City Rd.
Jerry City. Ohio

hockey seats
I am elated, along with many other
Bowling Green hockey fans, thai we
have an exciting, nationally-ranked
hockey team here at BGSU.
What disturbs me is now that the
Ice Arena is virtually assured of a
sell-out every game, the powers-that-be
have taken more seats away from
students owning hockey IDs. More
prime seats have been converted from
general
admission
to
reserved
accompanied, of course, by an increase
in price. Was this switch motivated by
anything other than increasing the
arena's profit margin?

MNGALGTOF NEATSTl^FFABOOTPRE-/»URnALSEX
ANDWTANDVVOMEN'SRkSHTS..?'

To complicate mailers, there was no
usher present in the northwest seats lo
inform us that we were sealed in a
reserved area. Shortly before the starl
of the game an usher appeared and
told us we would have to leave. 11 also
irritates me that the section was
allowed lo fill entirely before we were
told lo move. Where are wc to sit?
It is supposedly against fire laws to
sit in the aisles: must wc stand three
deep behind thf glass? Si"ce far more
tickets are sold than there are seats
available, is it too logical of a solution
to set up temporary bleachers at the
ends of the rink to remedy this
situation? Using the bleachers in the
field across from Kreischer would be
better than standing for three hours.
The students provide the majority
of the support for the hockey team,
buying Ihe IDs. turning out in large
numbers and even buying the
price-inflated concessions at the
Arena. In return, we are rewarded by
having more seats taken from us. If
this policy is to continue, the least
that should be done is to provide
additional sealing for the students.
Ron Tisher
219Manville

abortion okay
On reading Mr. Easterly's letter
(The BG News, Feb. 6) regarding
abortion, I feel I must reply. There are
many reasons to support legal
abortion.

Whether legal oi illegal, abortion is a
fact of life and will exist. To prohibit
it will return women to the hands of
backroom butchers.
Abortion is a medical procedure. As 'r
in all other medical decisions regarding
my health, my physician and myself
are the sole judges of treatment.
1 refuse to permit Congress, the
courts, or you, Mr. Easterly, a voice in
my medical affairs. They are none of
your business! My body is mine, and I
will deide what 1 will or will not do
with it!
t
The moral issue is completely
subjective. Mr. Easterly believes
abortion is murder. I do not. I can no
more convince Mr. Easterly that the
ability to sustain life independent of
the womb is essential for life than he
can convince me that life begins tt
conception.
Mr. Easterly has a right to his '
opinion. I have a right to my opinion.
I would no more force a woman to
have an abortion than I would force a
woman to bear'an unwanted child.
Yet Mr. Easterly wishes all women
to bear all potential children, whether
wanted or not. That is the point of '
disagreement. He wants to force his
mor/1 judgements on everyone. I
merely want the chance to choose. Mr.
Easterly, let each individual choose
according to their conscience.
Deborah Bewleyt
322 N. Prospect St.' •'
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University professor pens short stories
to bring 'sense of order' to chaotic life
By Bob Bond

..

Why does a person
choose to write? The answer
could range anywhere from
money
to
personal
gratification.
"'One of the reasons I
write is to bring a sense of
order to the chaos of
experience." said Philip
O'Connor,
University
English professor and short
story writer.
"We have lost our belief
in the rational progress of
mankind. In a sense we have
lost
our
bearings,"
O'Connor said. "I have a
Arm and passionate view of
this disorder and what the
causes are in the breakdown
of civilization."

O'CONNOR said that one
way to make sense out of
this madness is through
creative writing.
"I want to expose those
experiences
that
other
people think about but
won't talk about," he said.
"A writer can express a view
oi this that has gone wrong
and what they believe life
should be."
In
his two books,
O'Connor tries to deal with
this "madness of life."
His first book, "OW
Morals. Small Continents.
Darker Times," starts with
the innocence of childhood
and
transcends
into
mentally-ill
adulthood
through 13 stories
THE FIRST story opens
the book with a note of

hope, but by the ending
story the tone of emotion
has turned to despair. The
book won the 1971 Iowa
School of Letters Award for
Short Fiction.
"A Season for Unnatural
Causes," O'Connor's second
book, is an exploration of
the conditions of chaos.
Here the characters are less
certain and more despairing.
They range from a boy who
is struggling to believe in the
religion of his family to a
father who must come to
terms with the accidental
death of his son.
He is working on a third
book which will be a
continuation of this series.
It is about a man, who for
reasons that are not fully
known to him. stops

functioning as a member of
the society in which he
lives. O'Connor said. When
it will be released is
uncertain and publication is
at least a year away.
O'Connor said writing is a
very important part of his
life.
"TO WRITE and relied
life is a life and death
situation to me," he said. "I
wish
desperately
to
communicate my views to
others."
O'Connor came to the
University in 1<)6<J to help
found the Master of Fine
Arts CMFA) piograiu in
creative writing. He was
instrumental in developing
the MFA program into one
of the country's finest.

Specialists predict accident

Reactor deficiencies revealed
WASHINGTON (AP) - Three nuclear specialists said
yesterday all nuclear powtr plants in the United States have
serious engineering deficiencies which make a dangerous
reactor accident likely by the year 2000.
The three, who resigned Feb. 2 from General Electric's
Nuclear Division to warn of such perils, also said industry
and the federal government are aware of the problems in
nuclear reactors but are not acting fast enough to attempt
to find a solution.
r
They also told the Senate-House Atomic Energy
Committee that industry appears to be more concerned
with cost factors of shutting down a nuclear plant to
correct problems than it is with public safety.
FEDERAL safety checks on nuclear reactor controls arc
less stringent than those governing toasters and hail dryers,
they said.
One of the witnesses. Dale Bridenbaugh. said the'
government asked companies involved in nuclear power to
investigate problems with reactors, but he added.
"It's almost impossible to do this investigation fast
enough In the meantime these planis continue to operate
with serious deficiencies."
In their joint statement the three said true evaluations
ate now impossible to achieve.
•THE TREMENDOUS cost, schedule and political

pressures experienced make unbiased decisions, with true
evaluations of the consequences impossible to achieve." the
statement said.
Richard Hubbaid said that given the present design >>f
nuclear power plants, atomic energy is "dangerous now to
existence of life on this planet."
Bridenbaugh said that as of now there are 20 nuclear
power plants operating with the same engineering problem,
and a disaster involving any one or several of those plants is
likely before the year 2000.
It is not a hypothetical accident," he said, adding the
probability of major damage to the public is high.
ASKED BY Sen. John Tunney, (D-Calif.) whether he
feels nuclear technology is safe as it applies to plants
generating electricity. Bridenbaugh replied:
"I don't think they're safe enough. My personal opinion
is that the commercial operation is not safe enough."
The third member of the trio, Gregory Minor, said that
in his opinion all the nuclear plants in the United States
should be shut down.
Minor also said that if nuclear development continues at
its present rate, there is going to have to be more concern
with terrorism.
"If we proceed at this rate, we'll have to be concerned
with sabotage and terrorism. It will take a militaristic
approach to control it," Minor said.

ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
The BG News is taking applications for advertising sales representatives.
Applications should be returned to 106 University Hall by Wednesday.
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according to Dr. Frederick
Eckman and Robert Early,
professor and
assistant
professor
of
English
respectively.
He directed the program
from 1969 to 1970 but then
resigned
because
it
interfered with his writing.
O'Connor still finds time
to teach and personally help
students, though.
"ALL WRITERS and
teachers are part of a
process of growth and
change." he said. "If my
ideas and work can help
liberate the ideas and
writing of serious, talented
students, every minute is
worthwhile."
"Philip
O'Connor
combines real professionalism with kindness and
respect for his students that
provokes them to do their
best," Early said, a long
time friend of O'Connor.
"He will go out of his way
to help students and
friends."

Author

Philip O'Connor. University English professor and author,
explains his reasons for writing two books of short stories.
According to O'Connor, a writer can deal with the "madness of
life" by expressing what he feels life should be like. (Newsphoto
by Brett Geer)

Covert works reported
NEW YORK (AP) - The
House
intelligence
committee concluded that
U.S. intelligence agencies
arc beyond the scrutiny of
Congress, according to a
document
published
yesterday by the Village
Voice and identified as part
of
the
committee's
still-secret report.
The committee, which
reviewed covert intelligence
opetations since 1965. also
said
"par am ilitary
opetations of the worst type
seemed to come from
outside"
the
Central
Intelligence Agency and
were ordered by former
President
Nixon
and
Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger, the Voice report
said.
The statement was made
In
,i-ference
to
U.S.
activities in Chile during the
presidency
of Salvador
Allendc and U.S. support
for the now-ended Kurdish
rebellion in Iraq.
THE VOICE, a New York

SIGMA CHI
WISHES
TO CONGRATULATE
IT'S WINTER PLEDGE CLASS
FRED FREITAG

DOUGSCHNUG

JEFFRABBITT

MIKESCIORTINO

MIKE JOSEPH

DAVEMcWILLIAMS;

JIMSCHALMO

STEVE TRIMBLE

DAVEMANDEL

CURT MILLER

City weekly newspaper, last
week published what it said
was the investigative section
of the committee's report.
Daniel Schorr, a CBS
newsman, has said he
supplied the Voice with a
copy of the report.
The Justice Department
said
Tuesday
it
may
investigate the leak which
led to initial publication of
the report by the Voice last
weekend. Rep.
Samuel
Stratum. (D-N.Y.). said
yesterday he plans to ask
for
a
formal
House
investigation.
The Voice said it was
publishing the
material
printed Wednesday because
it provides pcispective for
understanding the reaction
of administration officials
to the section it published
last week.
The material published
by the Voice detailed the
difficulties the committee
had in securing secret
information from the White
House, die intelligence

agencies and FBI. the State
Department, and other
agencies of the executive
branch. Other than specifics
of these problems, and
statements
of
the
committee's reaction, there
was little, if anything, in the
10 pages that had not
previously been made public
by other newspapers and
news organizations.
ALTHOUGH numerous
public statements
of
cooperation
with
the
committee were made by
the executive branch and
the intelligence agencies, the
report said: "The reality
was delay, refusal, missing
information,
asserted
privileges and on and on."
"If
this committee's
recent experience is any
test, intelligence agepcies
that are to be controlled by
congressional
lawmaking
are, today, beyond the
lawmaker's scrutiny"
'he
report said.
The report said there are
15,466 persons in the

executive branch who can
classify information. "What
it all means is that there
must be a responsible
system of classification,
accompanied by an equally
lesponsible
and
effect
system of declassification.
We have neither."
Noting that intelligence
should serve both the
military and diplomatic
purposes of the country, it
stated: ". . .It is nearly
impossible.
today.
to
evaluate
how
well
intelligence
serves
diplomatic ends. If it does
not serve well, it is hard to
imagine how anything could
be known or done about it
by Congress."
The report said some
information the committee
sought was simply .not
supplied, i some
was
"sanitized" to the point the
committee received only
blank pages, and that
Kissinger demanded what
the report called "rpecial
treatment."
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JOIN THE SKI CLUB
at the

Ice Arena Lounge
8-12 pm

Thursday nite
booze...beer...refreshments...music

OPEN TO ALL MEMBERS AND GUESTS

BE THERE!

JOHN ZIEGLER

++++++++++++***++++++++++++++++*+i*

Closed Monday
412 East Woottor

Our Dough is

TOUCH.
LAUDERDALE,

FLORIDA
March
79-28

$
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to boat.
We at Pisanello s bolivo that pizza Isn't
pizza unless it has dough worthy to
support it.
A pizza novor had It so good.

7 70

Round-trip motorcoach transportation
from Bowling Green to Ft Lauderdale
Occupancy
at the Seasons Hotel
Sign up at UAO office,
or call 372-2343

203 N. M«ln ImBno GnM. 3S2-5U.
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Council discusses Health Center
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter
Several Wood County residents submitted a petition to
City Council Tuesday night protesting proposed cutbacks
it the University Health Center.
The petition, which was signed by 147 persons, staled
that the University should be responsible for students'
health care and that persons should not be brought to
Wood County Hospital except in emergencies.
It had been proposed last month that the University cut
Health Center services and hours in an effort to lower costs.
THE LETTER TO council said that if the University can
afford to build a new recreational facility, it also should be
able to keep the Health Center open so that Wood County
Hospital can best serve county residents.
A study is underway by University officials evaluating
the Health Center's services, Councilman Charles Barrell
said. He said many unfounded rumors exist councerning the
Health Center situation, adding that University officials are
studying whether in-patienl care al the center will be
discontinued.
A report on problems of flooded sewers was given by
Roberl Sorgenfried, director of city utilities. He explained
troubles first surfaced when ice and snow recently began to
melt rapidly.
Sewer back-ups are attributed lo (hawing and heavy
rainfall as well as excess storm water entering the city's
sanitary sewage systci i..Sorgenfried said.
MANY AREAS of the city, particularly ward two. lack
storm sewers, he said. The water has now where lo go but
into the sanilary sewers, which cannot accommodalc Ihc
overflow, he said.
The Hydukc Ditch project, which includes the
installation of storm sewers along East Woosier Street, will
provide an outlet for storm water when ii is completed this
year, Sorgenfried said.
Unseasonably warm temperatures are responsible for the
chlorinated taste and smell of city drinking water,
Sorgenfried said. He explained that the rapid thaw apH

local briefs

ensuing quick run-off produced impurities in the Maumee
River waters, which in turn entered the city's water
treatment plant.
In order to purify the water, Sorgenfried said, large
amounts of chlorine were added. He said the water's strong
taste and odor will disappear within a few days.

sewers In ward two soon may come to an end. City
Attorney Patrick Crowley said.
Crowley said he thinks he has devised a plan to persuade
Valentine to grant easements through his property to the
city. However, he declined to describe the plan ai the
meeting.

IN HIS REPORT to council, Municipal Administrator
Wesley Hoffman said he has received many complaints
about poor street conditions.

IN OTHER ACTION, council:
-okayed the appointments of Thomas Glenn. Jane Robb.
Tari Ceer and Earl Rupright to the traffic commission;
-passed an ordinance for a tap-in charge for residents
using the West Poe Road water line extension;
-authorized the city to pay its share of a county-wide
civil defense organization program;
-okayed an ordinance authorizing emergency repairs for
a broken waste water treatment plant water pump;
-amended a section of the city's ordinance relating lo
pay scales for school police personnel and
-passed an ordinance authorizing the municipal
administrator to contract for professional appraising
services in connection with the city's application for federal
funds to purchase additional lands for Everett Carter park.

During breaks in bad weather, Hoffman said, street
maintenance personnel patch roads temporarily. A hot mix
usually is used to permanently repair streets in summer.
Hoffman said.
But, because of the city's poor financial condition this
year, streets mainly will be sealed rather than resurfaced, he
said, noting that ward two streets, Wintergarden Road and
Prospect Street particularly need improvements.
The battle between builder Douglas Valentine and the
city concerning easements for the installation of storm

Fellowships
Twenty-four national Phi Kappa Phi fellowships,
worth $3,000 each, are available for seniors who are
planning to attend graduate or professional school
during 1976-77.
All interested senior members of Phi Kappa Phi
should contact Dr. Alma Payne, 214 University Hall, or
call 372-0110.

Environment
Dr. J. Cordon Ogden III. professor of biology at
Dalhousie University in Halifax, Nova Scotia, will discuss
"Newton's First Law and Enviornmental Management"
at 8 tonight in 220 Math-Science Bldg.
Dr. Ogden. who formerly taught al Ohio Wesleyan
University, is credited with winning a one-man campaign
against pollution in a bay near his university.
The lecture is sponsored by the Environmental
Studies Center.

Britain recognizes red Angola
LONDON ,'AP) - Britain
and seven other European
count rics recognized the
Soviet-backed
Popular
Movement
(MPLA)
yesterday
as
the
legal
government of Angola, but
West Germany held back.
From the battlefields in
southwest
Africa
came
reports of new MPLA
victories.
Recognizing the MPLA
along with Britain were
Denmark, Ireland. Italy.
The Netherlands. Norway.
Sweden and Swiizcrland
France
had
extended
recognition on Tuesday.
The Soviet news agency

Tass said the recognitions
were "a new blow to the
plans of the imperialist
elements in the U.S.A.,
some of the NATO blocmember countries, the racist
regime of South Africa and
the Maoists aligned with
them. .."
WEST GERMANY will
decide
the
recognition
queslion "at an appropriate
time," a Bonn govcrnmen!
spokesman said. He said
German
officials
were
concerned
over
''developments
characterized by foreign
intervention" in the former
Portuguese colony.

ABORTION
•150.00
TOLL FREE

9 *.m.- 10 p.m

1-000-4 38-3710

E.M.P.A.
EMOTIONAL
MATERIAL
PREGNANCY AID

352-6236

Campus Manor Apts.
505CloughSt.
(Behind Burger Chef)

Carty Apartments
37 7 E. Merry St.
f? Vi blocks from Towers)

Zambia, one of Angola's
neighboring countries, also
held back on recognition
and reaffirmed its stand in
favor of a political solution
between the MPLA and the
Western-backed
National
Union
(UNITA)
and
National Front I INI AI A
majority of the 46 members
of the Organization of
African
Unity
have
recognized the MPLA, but
Zambia
has
been
a
supporter of UNITA and
the FNLA.
Foreign Minister Rupiah
Banda said
that while
Zambia recognizes Angola
as a sovereign state, it "docs
not
recognize
the
government of the MPLA."
The
British
Foreign
Office
statement
urged
withdrawal of both Cuban
and South African troops
"from
the
embattled
country,
and
Denmark
warned
that
despite
recognition it would grant
no aid to Angola as long as
the MPLA is backed by
Soviet and Cuban military
power.

Summer rates for
1-2-3 4 students.

352-7365

Next year
you could be on
scholarship.
An Air Force ROTC 2-year scholarship. Which not only pays your tuition,
but also gives you $100 a month allowance. And picks up the tab for your
books and lab fees, as well.
And after college, you'll receive a commission in the Air Force.. .go on to
further, specialized training.. .and get started as an Air Force officer. There'll
be travel, responsibility, and a lot of other benefits.
But it all starts right here...in college...in the Air Force ROTC. Things
will look up...so look us up. No obligation, of course.
CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
ROOM I64 MEMORIAL HALL! NOW
PHONE 352-5917

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.

SPEARHEADED

by

thousands of Cuban troops.
the MPLA forces have
gained military control of
most of the mineral-rich
country. The FNLA and
UNITA have announced
they are disbanding their
forces in favor of guerrilla
operations
from
the
countryside.
A spokesman for the
FNLA said in Kinshasa.
Zaire, (hat the front still has
bases
in
the
Angolan
countryside
from which
guerrilla bands are harassing
the MPLA. He said the
FNLA is operating antitank
weapons but declined to say
where
they
had been
obtained.
The Soviet news agency
Tass reported from Luanda,
the MPLA capital, thai
MPLA forces had captured
the town of Pedro do
Fcitica after fierce fighting.
Tass said the MPLA also
took a number of populated
localities toward (he south
and east, among them the
town of Sicala in Moxico
Province.

y

Persons who applied for editorial positions on the
News for spring quarter and next yeai are asked to sign
up for an interview wilh editor-designate Joe Wollcl.
Interviews will be conducted tomorrow. Satuiday,
Sunday and Monday. The sign up list and interviews are
in ihe News office. 106 University Hall

Link logo
The Link. Wood County's information, referral and
crisis intervention center, is sponsoring a design contest
lo produce a logo.
All designs must be drawn in two colors only and
should be on 8" by II" while cardboard. Entries should
be submitted to Ihe Link. 525 Pike St.. by midnight
Mar. 3.
The wlnmr, who will receive S25.and ten runners-up
will be announced in mid-March.

Co-ed volleyball
A co-ed volleyball marathon sponsored by the
physical education majors will be from t> p.m. Feb. 28—
6 p.m. Feb. 21 in the north gym. Women's Bldg.
Enlry forms can be obtained in 201 Women's Bldg.
and a SI team fee must be paid by Monday.
To be eligible, a learn musl have six players on the
,iiuii and play a minimum of an hour.
Proceeds from Ihc even I will go lo the Physical
Activity Center for Everyone. (PACE).

Rising rivers cause flooding,
force families to leave homes
By The Associated Press

Fall Rentals - (9 mot. leases)
2 Bedroom -4 Man Apts.
(will place 1-2-3 students into an
apartment to fill 4 man apartments)

News jobs

,';<.

Lowland flooding along
the Cuyahoga. Mahoning
and
Grand
rivers
in
northeast Ohio yesterday
inundated several roads and
businesses.
and
some
families in the area cither
lied their homes or were
warned to be ready to do
so.
Along the Grand River in
southwestern
Ashiabula
County, 15 persons were
evacuated from their homes.
A
spokesman
for
the
Ashiabula County sheriffs
department said the families
were taken to Jefferson
where the Red Cross set up

accommodations in a hotel.
Water in their homes was
reported to be from 6 lo 8
feet deep.
THE
NATIONAL
Weather Service said the
Cuyahoga River was still
rising slightly, bul (hat Ihe
Mahoning and Grand rivers
were
leveling off. The
service canceled the flash
flood watch that had been
in effect for Ohio since
Tuesday night.
Heavy rains yesterday
morning across Ihe southern
and eastern portions of
Ohio caused some minor
flooding in those areas.
Cincinnati had 1.25 inches

of rain: Djyton. .72 inches;
Zancsville. .00 inches and
Youngslown. .50 inches.
The
wealhcr
service
forecast variable cloudiness
over Ohio today.
The
Mahoning
Rivei
crcsled at 10.74 feel early
yesterday but not before ii
flooded areas in Warren and
forced some families in
Lcaviiisburg.
west
of
Warren, lo llec (heir homes,
authorities said.
A PARK behind the
Warren city hall was flooded
and city workers had to
remove park department
equipment
stored in a
building.

Immediately lo ihc west

in Portage County, water
was reported spilling over
Ihc Hiram Rapids Dam.
Many residents along the
Cuyahoga Rivei reported
three and a half feel of
water in thcii homes. The
Porlage
County
sheriff
department said al leasl one
family was evacuated II.MII
Shalcrsvillc Township.
Observers said they saw
picnic tables floating on the
Cuyahoga
River
neat
Mantua.
The
Mantua
Ihc Suwak
Lumber Co. and ihc
Trucking Co. in Mantua
ail
flooded, fl
were
reported
Sections of" Ohio
o 700. 44 :
uder water. : *,|
and 303 were und
police said.

GSS recommends 'safer' hollow-point bullets
The Grjduate Student
Senate (GSS) unanimously
voted Friday to recommend
the hollow-point bullet as a
"safer bullet" with the
stipulation that new data be

reviewed a minimum of
every six months.
Donald
Brown,
GSS
representative
to
the
ammunitions subcommittee
of the University Police

PIZZA OVEN
announce* the

THURSDAY to
THURSDAY
Special
3 HOT DOGS
'1.00

Community
Advisory' commuiei lois (S750 to
$1000 to pave versus $150
Committee, said the change
was advisable because the
to gravel),
-the possible increase of
hollow-point bullet has less
chance of richocheling and
parking fees.
thereby injuring bystanders
-the selection of new,
as
compared
lo
the
permanent dean for the
round-nosed bullet
now
graduate school who will be
used by University Police.
announced by the end of
FURTH-R discussion at
the
quarter
and
who
ihe meeting included:
possibly will begin work at
-the
cost
of
paving
lhat time.
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NOW LEASING FOR FALL
FRAZEE AVt. APARTMENTS

BRAND NEW

FOR

TWO BEDROOM APPTS.

OR HOW ABOUT

A 12 INCH PIZZA. ONE ITEM
OF YOUR CHOICE
•1.90
OR

A SLOPPY JOB POP 50*
Coke, Sprite, Dr. Pepper
in a can $.25
$1.50 MIN. ORDER
FOR DELIVERY
.THE PIZZA OVEN:
$P FREE DELIVERY
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1420 E. WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN. OH..43402

FEATURING
1. Two Full Baths
2. New Furniture Throughout
3. New University Tennis Courts
Across the Street
4. On Campus Location "Only
one Block from the Towers"

CALL NOW FOR
RENTAL INFORMATION
352-0717
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ioviet embassy denies radiation reports
MOSCOW (AP) - The
Soviet Union yesterday
took up the question of
radiation reported at the
American
Embassy
in
Moscow, dismissing it as
ordinary
electromagnetic
activity normal for a large
city and not hazardous to
health.
The
government
newspaper Izvestia called
Western news reports about
*i
dangerous
level of
radioactivity as "lies. . .
trumped up from beginning
to end." It declared they
were aimed at undermining
Soviet-U.S. understanding.
Izvestia also said a joint
check had been made by
Russian
and
American

technicians and it showed
that any emissions were
within
"the
minimum
sanitary health standards
existing in the Soviet
Union."
THE US Embassy was
accused of being the main
source of "misinformation,"
which Izvestia said was
"sensationalized" by the
US. press. It called the
story an "invention with a
foul smell" that "began
oozing."
The embassy refused to
comment on the Izvestia
story, or to confirm or deny
that Soviet technicians had
been
working
with

Americans in
checking
radioactivity.
News reports emerged
nearly two weeks ago
indicating that the embassy
was
concerned
about
radiation believed caused by
Soviet bugging devices.
A secret meeting of
embassy personnel was
called for early in February,
then canceled, but later
small groups of embassy
members were briefed about
the subject.
ON FEB. 10 a meeting of
the American community in
Moscow was called at the
embassy to give assurance
that there was no radiation
hazard on the "ground

City attracts new store
The
vacant
F.
W.
Woolworth Co. store at
154-162 S. Main St. soon
will be occupied by a Ben
Franklin store, a Ben
Franklin spokesman said.
Remodeling is being done
on the store. Included in the
' remodeling plans are a new
entrance way in the rear of
the store to permit people
to enter either from the
street side or the rear
parking lot. according to
(Douglas Valentine, a partner
in ADD investors.

Valentine added that the
remodeling
would
also
include a sign at the back of
the store and glass, stone
and iron fixtures would be
used to compliment the
entrance, as well as a
planned wheelchair ramp.
ACCORDING
TO
Stephen Rising, associate
marketing and real estate
manager for Ben Franklin,
the 9,800-squa re-foot store
will
offer
twice
the
assortment and variety of

merchandise
as
the
Woolworth store.
Opening the store should
provide 10 to IS full-time
jobs, as well as 10 to 12
part-time jobs, Rising said.
Store hours will be the same
as most other area stores, he
said.
The city was chosen as
the site for a new Franklin
store because of its active
downtown area and because
the city has a large college
population in proximity to
the store, Rising said.

floor" of the embassy,
implying that there might
be a hazard on the upper
floors where the office of
Ambassador Walter Stocsse!
and other security areas are
located.
A
State
Department
medical
technician was dispatched
here to check blood samples
of embassy staff members.
A report saying that

UAO plans Presidential Breakfast
Despite some trouble in
generating student response
to the program. Union
Activities
Organization
(UOA) News and Views
Committee has scheduled
this quarter's Presidential
Breakfast for Wednesday.
According to Barbara
Pompili, senior (Ed.) and
chairman of the committee,

By Tom Schrock

Senior Challenge workers
will begin their
1976
fund-raising drive May 6
with a tentative goal of
$30,000,
according
to
publicity
committee
member Daniel Garfield,
senior (BA).
Senior Challenge was
organized in 1969 to solicit
five-year pledges of varying
amounts from graduating
seniors.
^*
Garfield said the first
fund-raising drive was in
1970. Although donations
fell far short of the $70,000
, goal that year, the drive was
the most successful to date.

raising more than $26,000
in pledges.
THIS YEAR marks the
end of the Class of I970's
receipts and the money
collected will be divided
among
three
projects.
One-half of the money will
be invested in stocks, bonds
and
other
securities
redeemable
by
the
University in 1990. The rest
of the money will be
divided equally between
scholarships and general
University needs, Garfield
said.
This year's initial Senior
Challenge committee of
about SO students, the

largest ever, met at a brunch
in the Union's Pheasant
Room Saturday to plan
their campaign.
The group is chaired by
Barbara Coulter, senioi
(BA) and James Hooker,
senior (BA). Coulter said
they hope to add 300
volunteers to help solicit.
HOOKER SAID that a
kick-off banquet for all
volunteers will be May 6
and solicitation will begin
May 10. ,

students have failed to sign
up for the breakfasts with
University
administrators
because
they
lack
information. She added that
some students sign up to
attend and then forget the
appointment.
Pompili said Wednesday's
breakfast with University
President Ilollis Moore Jr.

offers students a chance to
meet with Dr. Moore and
exchange comments and
criticism
of Univcristy
policies.
The breakfast is free and
there is space for IS
students. The sign-up sheet
is located in the UAO
office, third floor of the
Union.

Senate okays aid bill
WASHINGTON
(AP) ■■ The
Senate
yesterday
passed
a
54 4-billion foreign military
aid tightening congressional
control over mounting U.S.
arms sales to foreign
nations.
The final vote was 60 to
30. sending the measure to

Pledges from seniors sought
for 1976 Senior Challenge drive
,

Stoessel had a mysterious
blood ailment, possibly
caused or aggravated by
high
levels of Soviet
microwaves beamed at the
embassy, was published in
the United States. The
embassy termed the story
inaccurate and misleading
and said the ambassador was
not undergoing medical
treatment.

Student Assembly reorganized
Student
Assembly
(SA)
has
been
reorganized and now is
headed by a three-member executive committee
composed of James
Sluzewski.
freshman
(BA). Mark Evans, senior
i A&S).
and
Susan
Rollins,
freshman
(HACS).
In Tuesday night's
Student
Assembly

The committee probably
will divide these funds
among
three
projects,
Garfield
said.
Possible
projects
include
scholarships, a park on the
south side of the Business
Administration
Building,
equipment for the planned
recreation facility and visits
by prominent University
alumni to help in career
placement. Part of the
money may be invested in
securities.

thi House, where a similar
bill
is
Hearing
final
committee action.
Principal assistance under
the bill v.'ill go to Middle
East countries, with Israel
earmarked lot grants and
credits supporting $2.2
billion in US. arms imports.
A similar bill is in final
stages of drafting in the
House
Committee
on
International Relations. The
committee
took
steps
yesterday to relax Congress'
aid embargo against Turkey
by approving $50 million in
U.S. grant aid and up to
$125 million in credit sales
for Turkey. The Senate bill
has $25 million foi Turkey
with the condition that it
make progress on the
Cyprus dispute.
The
committee
also
approved an amendment to
lift the U.S. trade embargo
against North Vietnam.
IN SENATE debate. Sen.
Charles'
Percy, (Rill),
challenged a provision of
the bill giving Congress the

authority
to
cancel
proposed government or
commercial sale of "major
military equipment." He
also objected to another
that would cut off military
aid to countries transferring
such equipment to third
countries.
Percy proposed, then
withdrew, an amendment to
limit congressional review to
sales and transfers exceeding
$25 million.
He contended that the
piovision lot congressional
review foi 30 days, of major
equipment cxpoits of any
value.
would
impose
hardships on American
manufacturers in making
sales of aircraft, missiles,
trucks and other weaponry.
Sen. Hubert Humphrey.
tl) Minn I, managing the bill
on the Senate floor, said the
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee staff is preparing
to
use computers in
monitoring arms exports
proposals and that very few
would draw congressional
objection.

meeting, Sluzewski said
that letters will be sent
to campus organizations
to invite students to
attend SA meetings.
A proposal to include
Residence
Life
Association members and
representatives from each
dormitory
in
SA
membership was also
agreed upon.
Sluzewski said that SA

has been asked by David
Crowl,
Student
Government Association
(SGA) vice president, to
make students aware of
the
advantages
the
Health Center offers. SA
members
agreed
to
promote
the Health
Center through a survey
which also will contain
questions
concerning
other campus issues.

iiewsnotcs
Kissinger
LIMA. Peni (AP) -• Secretary ol State Henry Kissinger
met with Peru's President Francisco Morales Bermudez
yesterday and the opening issue was Peru's
nationalization of American property and the resulting
multimillion-dollar claims, a senior American official
said.
Cuban intervention in Angola also came up and was
expected to be repeated in Kissingei's later meetings in
Lima with the leftist military regime, the official added,
particularly since Peru is among the Havana regime's
better friends in the hemisphere.

Toledo fire
TOLEDO (AP) - The second mysterious fire to hit I
Toledo bar in three days destroyed Swing City on the
city's northwest side yesteiday morning, fire officials
said.
One fireman was injured slightly while fighting the
two alarm hlj/c, which began with an explosion,
officials said. The fire also damaged some nearby
structures.
Early Monday, liie destroyed the Camelol bar in
downtown Toledo. The state Fire Marshal's office was
called in to help in the investigation of both fires.

VW plant
CLEVELAND (AP) -Cleveland may have lost an
elephant, but now it's on the hunt for rabbits.
Civic pride slumped here when the Republican party
rejected Cleveland's offer to be the site of the national
party convention.
But with the GOP's elephant gone, city and area
boosters aie now setting ilicii litel on inducing
Volkswagen to build a new factory in the Cleveland
suburb of Brook Park.
City officials say a plant used in World War II to build
tanks would be a great place to build "Rabbits," a
Volkswagen model cat.

Sophomores.
It's still not too late
totateArmjROTC.
Because there's a two-year Amiy ROTC program, in case
you missed taking ROTC in your first two years of college.
You'll have to work to catch up, during the summer before
your junior year. But in two years you'll earn about $2,900, more
than half of which is tax free. Then you'll earn an officer's
commission at the same time you earn a college degree. But mail
the coupon now. Because by the time you're a junior, it'll be too late.

ARMY ROTC
BASIC CAMP 107$
FOR FURTHER DETAILS
ON HOW YOU CAN ATTEND
THE ROTC BASIC CAMP THIS SUMMER AND
THEN BE A PART OF THE ARMY ROTC PROGRAM
CONTACT CAPTAIN THOMAS O. WHIPPLE IN
157 MEMORIAL HALL OR CALL 372-2477.
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Here are just two styles
to try from the collection.
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See our H.I.S. skirts; they
are naturally right for the
gal with a crush on prewashed denim. 100%
cotton, indigo blue.
Sizes 8 to 18.
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1 Silver peso
5 Radiant
10 Thailand,
formerly
14 Mesabi product
15
la Plata
16 Early Peruvian
17 Tropical
malady
18 Contract*
20 Freckle

36 In the past
37 St. Anthony's
cross
38 Increase in pay

A. Back wrap skirt with
sash-around waist
$16.

39 Fabled giant
41 Theater inlarval: Fr.

B. Zip front skirt with

43 Actress Tyson
44 Wimbledon
winner

braided waist

$16.
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56 Venerable

57 Surpass
58 Genus of ducks
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THEVK£
PREMIER RBSPECTRJUy

cAmmsTUb
U.S. ENVOI..
I

27 Describe grammatically
28 Mistress of a
chateau

29
tender
30 Wood
82 Entourage
38 Benedict's
former status
38 Creator of Baron Munchauaen

39 Row of seata
40 Craft for wintar sport
42 River hazard
43 Sand flea
45 Magic props

N

D

T
f
B

46 Twofold
47 Fraulein's name
48 Part of the face

50 Thin board
51 Basic Latin verb
53 Twosome
64 Printers' union:
Initials

by Garry Tructeau

DOONESBURY
(A FINAL
H/ORPOF
CAI/WNTO
OUR AMERICAN FRIENP.

Former
Part ot Spain
Leg of mutton
Italian man's
name: Abbr.
Poetic form
Periodaof
relaxation
Reddish-brown
pigment
Wayside hotels
Deeds I-al
Large-scale
Water pipes
A Karamazov

24 Pivotal point
16 Aunt, in Bonn
16 City on the

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZU
M * J|0|»
G f I
w L0

45 Prehistoric
invention
46 Normandy
town
49 Military

10
11
12
13
19
21

jb

38

11

16

4
5
6
T

16

w

55 Lubricates

&he6>u&<n/'&

1,8

t Extort
S Carrousel:
Brit

19

B

installation
52 Adamant

A

I

I

i

2i

33 Biblical language: Abbr.

34 Modem: Prefix
35 Towns Colloq.

i

g) IS7S IOS ANOtltl tuats

22 Where Abilene
if
24 French
exclamation
of surprise
26 Everyone:
Phrase
27 Spire
31
Berkley
32 Polishes

DOWN

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
r
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20

23 Golfer's concern

MISSES1 PRE-WASHED
DENIM H.I.S. SKIRTS
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ACROSS

(THEUMD SWEEP- RE: THE
Ht THROUGH THE
SOVIETS, HE
XWER HERALQS
PROPOSES
ARIS/N6ST0RM
A STXM
IN THE MOUNTAINS,) IfTAMX.

OFCouee.^

(IN CHINA, WE
BASE OtXSa.VES
ON INPEPEND0CE,
SELF-REUANCE,
ANPMIUlT..)
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We sound better
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M91E Elliptical Stylus
Deluxe high trackability cartridge

LIST $54.95

17 95

NOW

The Shure M91I Cartridge hos superb high frequency trackability and overall performance previously unavailable ot this price level. For'/, to I !fi
grams tracking.

REG.
$239.95

CAMPUS CALENDAR
BGSU Karate Club. Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201
Hayes. 9:30-11:30 p.m.
Campus Crusade for Christ Alumni Rm.. Union, 7-9 p.m.
Active Christians Today: Bible studies; 603 dough St., 2&6
p.m.

SALE
The quality'* there, but the price Isn't. The
•xciling Maranli model 1060 stereo console
amplifier is craftsmanship and engineering
excellence ot its best. With total reliability, the
Marantz 1060 delivers 60 watts continous RMS
into 8 ohm speakers from 20 Hz to 20.000 Hz
with less than 0.5% THD and frequency response

The Way meeting Perry Rm.. Union, 7 p.m.
Stud./Fac. for Udall organ, meeting River Rm., Union, 3:30
p.m. torrow.

of ±0.5dB

300 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

yorcc

$

139 95

REG. $199.95

REG.
$119.95 eo.

'64

95
•a.

Electro-Voice EMS 24 Speaker System
This 2-way system is one of our most popular
ever. Decades of Electro-Voice research has
produced products of unmistakable quality
with total sound reproduction. The EMS-24's
ochieve this with an advance design, low
resonance 10" woofer and a super wide
dispersion 2'>
tweeter in o handsome
walnut finish cabinet.

This versatile and well-made receiver is the
perfect way to get started in real high fidelity.
Wide FM dial with tuning meter and
smooth-as-silk control knob plus sensitive and
selective FET circuitry provides crisp, clear
reception of all broadcast signals. There's more
than enough power for almost ony efficient
speaker system in normal listening rooms A
wide range of connections handles turntable
tape deck, auxiliary. 2 pairs of speakers
Headphone jack. Illuminated dial.

Garranl86SB

Sale 2"

NOW

Maxell UD C-90 Cassette Tapes
Maxell's new Px Gamma Hematite is the most
odvanced cxide formulation in the magnetic tope
industry. You'll find that these superb cassettes will
outperform most expensive tapes on the market
including chromium dioxide.

•Synchro-lab motor for quick starts and steady
speed. 'Bell-driven four-pound, dynamically
balanced, die-cast plotter. 'Automatic tonearm
return ond shut-off ot end of record. 'Cue and
pause lever viscous-damped in both directions.
Price includes genuine teak base,
cover and Shure M9IED cartridge.

hinged dust

HUNDREDS OF IN STORE SPECIALS

"2 Great Locations"

house
close.
Lorraine.
352-0379. Will bargain.

LOST:
Wire-rlm
glasses
around Founders area. Call
Cathy, 2-5523.

F.
rm.
needed for sp.
$72.50/mo. Call 352-0016.

LOST:
Accuracy
Music
Book: Brown, 893-9386.
LOST: Set of keys on
rabbits foot & contact case.
2-4855.
FOUND: In parking Lot A.
Wristwatch. Describe. Pay
for ad. 2-0130.
HELP WANTED
Address envelopes at home.
$800 per month, possible.
Any age or location. See ad
under
Services
Offered.
Triple "S".

SERVICES OFFERED
Electronic Service. Fast &
Reliable. Reasonable rates.
RJ.'s Applicance & T.V.
309 S. Main. Hrs. weekdays
til 6. Mon. & Friday's til 9.

REG. $219.90

$

LOST AND FOUND

Interested in working at a
residential
camp
for
LBD/EMR
children?
Contact
Jerry
Dunlap.
Director of Camp Nuhop,
1271 Center St.. Ashland
Oh. 44805.

maxell
Regular Prlc* $4.99

24s) S. MAIN ST.
•OmiNC CKEN. OHIO
PHONI152-4745

~owMc~ CLaSSIFIED

400 S. MAIN ST.
nNMAV.OHtO
PHONI 424-1 HI

OPEN: Monday • Friday 10am to 9pm ■ Saturday IQom to 5:30 pm.

1 f. rmmt. to subl. spr.
Campus Manor. 352-8286.

Delts, Thanks for a fun tea.
the Alpha Phi's.

Need 1 fm. rmmt. spr. qtr.
$75/mo. 352-4219.

THE CHARLES MANSON
IS A TEKE AND HAROLD
NOLAND IS A TEKE ADS
WHICH
RAN
IN
THIS
PAPER WED. Feb. 18, WAS
NOT PUT IN BY THE TAU
KAPPA
EPSILON
FRATERNITY.

1 or 2 m. rmmts. 1 Wk.
from campus. Call 352-2915
before 1 p.m.

Uni's Bar Happy Time 8-12
p.m. Thurs. nite. 809 S.
Main. Gin and tonic special.

1 f. rmmt. needed now thru
Spr. qtr. Call 352-6136 after
2:30.

Connie
and
Fred:
Congratulations and best
wishes on your engagement.
From:
Ruby,
Linda,
Bonnie,
Sherry,
Anne,
Margie, Karen, Cindy. VI,
Nancy,
Annette,
Sally,
Elaine. Vicky, Kathy. Kim.
Delores, Debbie and Dede.

Needed 1 fm. rmmt. for
comfortable trailer in Grand
Rapids,
pets
&
plants
welcome. 832-7331.

1 m. share apt. spr. qtr. w/3
others. 222/qtr. close to
camp.
352-0802
or
352-6251.
PERSONALS
KD's: Get psyched and get
ready to have a great time at
the Formal! One day to go!

KD COOKIES: There really
couldn't have been a better
serenade and how could we
resist the 29 dozen cookies
you made?!

Need
PHOTOGRAPHS?
Under,jrad
and
SENIOR
SPECIALS.
Passports,
applications. WEISSBROD
STUDIO. 123 W. Wooster,
352-2142.

Congrats to Pam and Jim on
their AX-Sigma Chi pinning
and to Macer and Mike on
their AX-Beta Lavaliering,
Love the AX's.

1 f. needed spr. to sublet

Sig Eps: Thanks for the tea.
it couldn't have been better!
The Phi Mu's.

Need f. rmt. 4 Ig. apts. own
rm., pool. Avail, now or spr.
Call Carol. 352-1938.

EMPA
Emotional
and
Material Pregnancy Aid. We
care. 352-6236 M a F. 1-3
p.m. Tu. & Th. 6:30-9:30
p.m.

1 m. spy. 5th St. 2 rmates.
85/mo. 352-8280.

SAE's:
Thanks
for
the
warm-up.
it
made
our
Thursday night start out
just right! The Phi Mu's.

JUST ARRIVED - Painter
pants Oxford House. 518 E.
Wooster.

Who is it?? DZ Flamer of
the Year!?!

1 f. to subl. apt. spr. close,
call 352-0707.

Foch,
Di, Peaches, and
Link, thanks for letting me
be your roomie for awhile.

Ridge

1 f. to subl. spr.
Manor. 352-2318.

Framing.
Hager
Picture
Studio's,
Address and stuff envelopes
at home. $800 per month,
possible. Offer-details, send
50 cents (refundable) to:
Triple
"S".
699X32
Highway 138. Pinon Hills,
CA 92372.

WANTED

Norman: Why didn't you do
it
before
the
weather
decolded
and
the pond
unfreezed? Congrats to you
and Patti on your Sigma
Nu-GDI engagement. The
Brotherhood.

Hit tie - Congrats on your
lavaliering to Henry! Love,
Patti. Patty and Sara.

AX's wish Cheryl Kirnball
AX Superstar - Good luck in
the games.
Jim
Hooker's a
TEKE,
that's why we're Alpha Sigs.
PJ. and Mad dog.

Jan, Get smashed on your
21st and think of us. See
you in 4 weeks. Love,
Lynne and Paulette.
FOR SALE
Must sell black on white
Hagstrom lead guitar and
Sonax 730-G amp. with
extra appendages. $300 or
best offer. Call 352-1326.
'66 Mercury Comet. Many
new
parts-running
well.
Body-fair
condition.
352-0479 after 3 p.m. Best
offer.
1971 240Z Arizona car.
Some
rough
mech.
372-1637.
1> ton 1975 Chevy Pick-Up.
352-4219:
'73 Pont. Ventura Hetch/B,
V-8. vg cond. 372-2826. 8-5
p.m.
'69 Falrlane 6 cylinder,
2-door. ex. run. cond. $400.

«WII
352-3746 after 5.
Pioneer 424 receiver
cond. $80. 372-4915.
FOR RENT
Apt. avail, immed. 1 bdrnr.
352-4150 or 352-9302.
STUDENT APARTMENTS.
3521800 or 352-4671.
Lrge. 2 bdrm. apts. for 4
students near campus. $80
to 85/mo. per student. 9
mo. leases. Ph. 352-7365.
i

Campus Manor now renting
for sum. & fall. Special
summer rates. Fall rates
from $80/mo. up. All utl|.
pd. except electric. Gas.
heat. & a/c. Ph. 352-9302 k
352-7365 eve.
Must
relocate,
immeai
occup., turn. 1 bdrm. apt..
air, util. pd.. $170/mo. CaB
352-6346 after 5:30 p.m.

I

525 N. Enterprise large z
bed
duplex
furn,
air.
270/mo.
plus
util.
CaM
353-7381.
:
Vi house 1 bdrm. for 3
students 9 mo. lease across
from campus. 352-7365.
!
2 BEDROOM, 4 PERSON
FURNISHED. A-C, FREC
TV
CABLE,
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOr)
ELECTRIC. $74/MO. PEB
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
521
E. MERRY NEArt
CAMPUS.
EXCELLENT
CONDITION.
**
BEDROOM, 4 PERSON;
FURNISHED. A-C. FREfi '
TV
CABLE,
TENANT I
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $65/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
824 6TH ST. EXCELLENT.
CONDITION. *FOR MORE
DETAILS
CALL
NEWLOVE
REALTY.'
353-7381.

$140/mo. for spr./sum. 1
bdrm. 352-8290.
\
Campus Manor has spr. qtr.11
openings for m & f to fill 4
man
apts. 352-9302 or:
352-7365 evenings.
House 3 bdrm. furn. for 6 I
students near campus. 9 mo.'
lease. 352-7365.
2 bdrm. apt.
avail. 2/1/76
Reduced rate.
352-4174 after

on 2nd St.'
or 3/15/76.:
352-5239 or
5:30.

1 bdrm. turn. apts. lteblks.
from campus leasing tor fall
a\/or summer. 352-5239 cr .
823-7555 after 5:30 p.m. , , I

Mtl
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Shipman enjoying club experience
By Bill Estep
Assistant Sports Editor
|y Pete Shipman is a Bowling Green hockey player - but
jj he's not a member of the eighth-ranked (writers' poll)
g Falcon varsity.
That's right, this high-scoring center plays for the BG
club squad. And he doesn't mind it a bit.
"1 came to this school for three reasons," the Ann
Arbor, Mich, native said. "I liked the hockey program, the
size of the school and it wasn't too far from home.
"I tried out for the varsity and got cut," he said. "Bui I
came down here with the intent of playing hockey.
"I JUST enjoy the game," Shipman said. "It's become a
:• part of me. I've played all the way through Pee Wee.
ji Bantams and high school. Hockey in Michigan is a pretty
jj big deal."

Like all 23 members of the club squad, Shipman had
aspirations last September of playing for coach Ron
Mason's varsity skaters. But after just two cuts, the
remaining five clubbers finally were demoted to the club
team.

University, the University of Toledo. Oberlin College and
the University of Dayton.
Shipman claims the club program has turned in the right
direction since Steve Cady and Mike Bartley look the
coaching reins this season.

"I thought I had a shot at making the varsity." Shipman
said. "Bui I definitely wanted to still play.

"Most of the guys who have been around and played on
the club team for a couple of years like the change this
year." Shipman said. "They like the competitiveness and
the seriousness brought lo the program. They like the
senousness of the games and working toward winning.

"It worked out fairly well for me," the freshman said,
"because Bowling Green has a good alternate program.
Michigan doesn't even have a club team.
BOWLING GREEN is the only member of the I0t:am
Midwest Collegiate Hockey Association (MCIIA) that also
has a Division I varsity squad.
The BG clubbers who sport a 20-game schedule, play in
the MCHA Southern Division, which also includes Miami

"LIKE LAST year." he said, "on the road trips, maybe
only four or five guys would show up. Bui Sieve and Mike
told us al the beginning of this year thai if we did that il
would be our last game.
"They (coaches Bartley and Cady) have done a great job
turning the program around." Shipman said. "We arc
competitive and our major objective is to win."
And win the club icers have done this season.
While leading the Southern race. Ihe club squad enlcrs
this weekend's Iwo-game slate against Miami and Dayton
with a 13-3 season record and eyes on ihe league playoffs
Mar. 6-7 at Oberlin.
WHAT'S THE future hold for Shipman and his
teammates'.'
Well, there is the remainder of this year's club schedule
and always another shot at Ihe varsity next fall.
"Nexl year I'll have anolher try at the varsity." Shipman
said. "I think Mason will give me a dec.-nt look.
"Our games enable him to be familiar with the club
program. He's seen me play hockey and I hope lo make il
but it's all up to him, you know."
But if he doesn't get Ihe opportunity to play with the
likes of Mike Mailman and company nexl season, you can
bel your sweet hockey puck thai Pete Shipman still will be
playing hockey for Bowling Green.

Bowling Green club hockey player Pete Shipman goe-.
through drills during a recent practice in the Ice
Arena. The club skaters, who are members of the
Midwest Collegiate Hockey Association, sport a 13-3
season record. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn).

Women gymnasts host tri-meet

Veteran Falcon Joe Kosch (bottom), shown here against Miami, will wrestle in a
crucial 142-pound bout tomorrow. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

BG wrestlers prep for OU
By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer
What's this*
I gel OUl of bed before
the sun comes up and
there's some 250-pound
I wresller jogging amidsi the
early morning ha/e. Tell me
it I'm awake or not.
I am. according to
Bowling Green mat boss
Bruce Bellard. He has his
men running all week In
prepare for tomorrow's
4:30 p.m. invasion of
six-time
defending
Mid-American Conference
j(MAC) champion Ohio
m

Univeisily
(OU)
Anderson Arena.
THE BOBCATS art 9 I
this season and 5-0 in Ihe
MAC. However. Ihe Falcons
(7-8) seem pruned for an
upset alter knocking off
Wesl Liberty College. 15th
ranked in college division
III.
20-14,
ovei
Ihe
weekend.
"We're running Iwo lo
three miles a day to gel
ready for this one. Bellard
said. "To win. we'll have lo
have a superior effort from
everyone.
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respectively,
The
Falcons
host
Michigan State Saturday.
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"Be early for best
selections"

30 MINUTE DELIVERY
PUTS US AHEAD
OF OUR COMPETITION

"Limited Quanties"

Includes street lengths
and longs, sizes 5 to 13

NOW

SAVE

PRICE

DOMINO'S PIZZA
332-3221
The Pizza People of Bowling Green
- LISTEN TO WAWR SPORTS

Famous Maker

JUNIOR
TOPS

JUNIOR
DRESSES

sizes 5 to 13

v2

S4.98

Special Group

y2

AND MORE

-

your friends,

JUNIOR
SPORTSWEAR

STONER

Why
Myadec?

DORSEVS DRUGS. INC
III Railroad Street
, Bowling Green. Ohio
'
43402

300 poinls.
Boh llcpp led the Falcons
with 345 points and Randy
Shcilds and Jim Fisher
added 335 and 323 points

Final Clearance of

JUNIOR
JACKETS

High-potency vitamin
formula with minerals

The Bowling Green ritle
team extended its dual
match record to 4-0 Friday
by defeating the University
of Toledo. 1,655 lo 1.463.
For Ihe first time In the
leatn's history, all len
members scored moie ihan

TODAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY ONLY
■
I

convtniant Irw poking
In by 10-00 un.
out bv 4:00 p.m.

Rifle team defeats TU

What a Sale!

,A,V BILL

\&
-I ■

"ITS conceivable that we
have a chance in five or six
of the weight classes." ihe
BG coach said. "The firsl
tour weights and Ihe

but
everyone's
fairly
healthy and ihe team's
coming along pretty good."

BUFF

! APARTMENTS !

705 7th STREET]

Bellaid said lie thinks Ins
out 111 has a good shot al
blemishing the Bobcats'
spoiless league record.

heavyweight match will be
the key ones.
"We"1! give Oil a good
match and let ihem know
thai we're there. The way
(hat we have been wrestling
lately' you never know. Our
team has improved so much
through the yeai
A Falcon triumph will
give Bowling Green Us 2lil
non-losing campaign out of
its last 22.
And there's one (hing
that you can be sure about
- (he Falcons won't be sleep
walking when OU comes lo
town.

suffering somewhat from
shin splints," he said "I've
had to make sortie changes.

1

HAMPTON
HOUSE

352-6293

"We've got a good
attitude on this leam," he
added. "They ate pulling
out prelly close lo capacity
and they're doing the best
they can lo gel prepared for
OU."

Seeking their fifth anu Flashes
defeated
the
sixth wins of the season. Falcons last month.
Bowling Green's women
Central also boasts a new
gymnasts
host
Central coach, new facilities and
Michigan
and
Western gymnasts on financial aid.
Michigan in a Iri-uieel at 1
"We're
going
to
p.m. Saturday in the North concent rale more on scoring
Gym.
'than on winning this meet,"
. The Falcon gymnasts, Simpson said. "This meet is
coming back from two really in preparation for the
straight victoria and a Matt meet in a couple
weekend off, arc hoping lo weeks, lo see if we can
gel their form back and reach Ihe qualifying ICON
perfect their timing and and go on lo regionals."
routines.
"It's going to be a lough
THE
QUALIFYING
meet."
coach
Charles score for regionals is 88
Simpson said. "I don't points. BG scored 87.50
know
what
Western points in ' rfj last meet
Michigan has, hut Central is against Miami University.
very strong and defeated
Fortunately, most of Ihe
Kent Stale early in ihe gymnasts arc healthy for the
season."
firsl
lime this season,
according lo Simpson.
SIMPSON HAS reason to
"Theresa Hoover is Mill
be wonted. Kent Slate's hurting and is going lo have
deplh proved lo be too lo have a knee operation,
much for BG as the Golden and the vaulting leam is still

Assorted styles
sized S-M-L

Reg.'15.00
NOW

$099

8

SHOP: Daily 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. - Friday till 9 p.m.

105 S. AAAIN ST.—DOWNTOWN B.G.—NEXT TO UHLAAANS
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Questions remain about Haley resignation
Bowling Green cage fans do now that they won't be able to
heckle Haley?

By Dick Reet
Sports Editor

A few questions remain in the aftermath of Pat Haley's
resignation as head basketball coach of the Falcons.
Was he completely honest when he said there *asn't any
pressure put on him to resign?
Were the reasons he stated the real reasons behind his
decision to hang it up?
And in all seriousness, what will those fair-weather

ADD TO THIS of course, the questions that Falcon
players openly asked in relation to travel and road
accommodations, and the limitations of Haley's staff.
Local hoop followers need some answers. Here's one
man's opinion.
It seems inconceivable (hat Haley would want to leave
Bowling Green. He went to school here, he has many
friends here and all season long he's let it be known how
much he enjoys coaching this current group of cagers.
Haley wasn't doing a bad job this season, in light of all

the injuries and the talent he had to work with from the
outset.
In addition, he had done a credible job in turning the BG
program around during his tenure. Although the Falcons
failed lo win the Mid-American Conference (MAC) title
under him. Haley's teams were just two shots shy of the
crown in each of the past two seasons.
IT REMAINS TO BE seen whether Haley can obtain
another major college coaching job. His overall record here
may hurt him more than help him.
When announcing his resignation. Haley said he wouldn't
mind taking an assistant job if it was a top-flight program.
But he had the head job here, and isn't that what everyone
in the coaching business strives for?
Even if we believe Haley wasn't forced out. the obvious
conclusion is that his stated reasons for leaving-frustration
of losing close league races the las) two years, numerous
injuries this year and a need for a change-are nothing more
than superficial.
Haley wasn't satisfied with what he thought was an
inadequate budget to run a respectable program. It's even
more apparent with his players' inquiries into the subject.
BOWLING GREEN IS THE only MAC school with only
one full-time assistant coach, which is a drawback when the
voluminous initial recruiting groundwork must be done.
The Falcons have traveled to almost all of their away
games this year in vans and station wagons, hardly ideal
vehicles for individuals that range as tall as 6-8 and 6-9.
Four and five-hour rides in cramped quarters and some
sub-standard hotel and. motel accommodations are
circumstances
that
BG's other two major sport
teams-football and hockey-haven't had to put up with.
Haley's budget was cut this season, and he no longer has

the availability of two full-time aides which he had when he
inherited the job five years ago.
IN REALITY, HALEY was fighting a losing battle. He
believed he couldn't generate a winner without proper
monetary backing and realised the futility of trying in the
present situation.
In defense of the Falcon athletic department, the fact
inusi be made that Western Michigan is the only other MAC
school with the varsity hockey program, and the Falcons
are the only loop institution thai supports a varsity lacrosse
team.
Obviously, the well-rounded athletic program here has
taken away some of the money that most other schools
would allocate to basketball, but il seems the BG cage
program has been made an undeserving victim.
At any rale. Haley has made his decision and it's given
him some tranquilily and peace of mind, something he
probably hasn't enjoyed with any regularity the last three
years.
CONSTANT CRITICISM, baiting and heckling of (lie
Falcon coach by some of the local fans didn't make matters
any belter lor Haley, who was trying his hardest lo do ihe
best job he could.
So now the search for a new coach begins. But if the
budget isn'l increased and if ihe staff remains as it is
presently, we can't expect anybody with a great deal of
experience to lake ihe job.
In conclusion. I must slale my admiration for Haley in
making one of Ihe most Irying decisions of his life and wish
him luck in the future.
.
I'd like to do Ihe same for Ihe incoming coach, bul il will
take more than luck.
A lot more.

I,
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Falcons snap losing streak

leers bounce Western I
By BUI Estep
Assistant Sports Editor

Surrounded

Bowling Green's Tommy Harris (white uniform) is surrounded by a pair of Ohio
University performers in Saturday's win over the Bobcats. Harris was one of three
Falcons who helped draft a team letter that supported coach Pat Haley, who will
resign at the end of the current season. (Newsphoto by Dan Feicht)

Il was a memorable night
for Falcon hockey fanatics.
After honoring Bowling
Green Olympic standouts
Bob Dobek and Doug Ross
in pre-gamc ceremonies, the
Falcon skaters went on to
whip Western Michigan, 4-2,
lasl night at the Ice Amu
The Central Collegiate
Hockey
Association
(CC1IA) victory broke a
four-game losing streak and
OiK« again gave coach Ron.
Mason's club sole possession

Dobek, Ross relate Olympic memories
By Dan Garfidd
Assistant Sports Editor

"EVERYTIME there is a
world
meet.
they
(Europeans) always like lo
sec upsels in Europe."
Dobek related. "They hate
to sec (lie Russians and
Czechs win all Ihe lime.
They aren't used to seeing
teams come from behind
and win like we do.
"And they like us a lot
because we get excited and
play exciting hockey." ihe
two agreed.
Both icers spoke highly
of patriotism when playing
for the U.S. in Innsbruck.
"The
United
Slates
should really be proud of its
hockey team," Dobek said.
"It's disappointing lo see a
lack of emotion in scoring,
especially with the Russians.
"When they score a iioal
theie is no excilenienl.
They might In I a teammate
on the behind, but that's all.
Of coune, the Russians and
Czechs have guys playing
together live, six and seven
years. They are like robols
out on ihe ice-programmed."
Dobek added thai men
with as much experience as
the Russians and Czechs
seem lo play hockey as
though it were "more or less
their job."
"I drew the conclusion
lhal if our national learn
could play together, in a

The
United
Slates
Olympic
hockey
learn,
which
narrowly
missed
bringing home a bion/c
medal in Ihe recent Winter
Games
in
Innsbruck,
Austria, had many reasons
for lifting their heads high
in pride.
Two of those reasons are
Bob Dobek and Doug Ross,
a pair of former Falcon
icen.
They
gave
the
University many moments
of pride as they spcaihcaded
a young Olympic learn
against Ihe best amateur
clubs in the world.
Speaking before a press
conference here yesterday.
Dobek. Ihe all-lime scorer in
Falcon hockey history and
leading scorer during ihe
Olympic team's pie-Games
57-conlcsl schedule, praised
the school and said he felt
proud of representing BG in
Innsbruck-even if some of
the players on the team
ridiculed Bowling Green.
"They
said. "Bowling
Green-Dmsion II. Division
III
hockey!' Even the
general managei said alter
we played Michigan Tech
and Colorado College, then
maybe we could qualify for
Division I. " Dobek Mid.
Ross, who was displaying
years
we'd
be
a shiner after being injured v.few
competitive," Ross said.
against Poland, will finish
THE BRAWL the IS
up his collegiate academics
here this spring He said he
learn got into in downtown
Innsbruck the night it was
was very appreciative of the
fan support (he Europeans defeated by West Gennany
gave the U.S. Oiympians, left a few players with cuts
but both he and Dobek said
and biuises and two icers
thrown in jail.
that
is
the way the
Europeans are
Ross
and
Dobek.

however, attest lhal they
were in Kramsach. a small
town where their parents,
wives and visitors were
staying. Dobek said they
were celebrating the fact
that Ihe long hours of
practice, Ihe Games and
work were over. They said
Ihey didn't learn of the
brawl until ihe next dav.
WHATEVER
the
adversity.
Ihe
two
Olympians said they had
many memorable moments
in Austria. Ross said since
the team was on a liglil
budget and had IO divide
the expenses proportionately.
"The guys on Ihe learn
always made fun of it,"

Ross said. "We were paid
only so much. There had to
be money for a trainer,
equipment man. coach and
doctor, so Ihey really
watched the budget.
"A lot of playcis nude
jokes about (he money we
had." Ross said. "We would
tell our manager nol (o be
so cheap. We had guys who
went lo other training
rooms lor tape. It was a
riot."
The highlight ol the
Winter Games, however, for
the two icers was ihe 54
win over Finland to keep
(he
Americans
in
the
running for a bronze medal.
"Against
the
Finns
(Finland) it
was ironic."

IXibek said. "A week before
we were hammered 9-2, 9-3.
In the Olympic game,
everyone did everything
well. When you're playing
the best game of your lives
il is important to win. The
emotion
was
fantastic."
Dobek said.

of first place in ihe loop
race.
The
Falcons.
17-7-1
overall, improved lo 9-3 in
the CCHA and now hold a
two-point lead over idle Si.
Louis heading into this
weekend's play.
The Falcons dominated
play in the first period by
controlling ihe puck in the
Western zone of the ice.

WITH TWO new line
combinations of center Dan
Gagner. and wings Steve
Douglass and Rich Nagai
and freshman Tom Newton
centering leading scorer
Mike Hartman and Paul
Titanic, the Falcons kepi
ihe pressure on WMU goalie
Don May with some superb
play around the net.
In facl. it wasn't until the
9:28 mark of Ihe period
lhal Western managed a
shot on the BG goal. Bcinie
Sanders' driving slap shot
from
the Blueline was
scouped up by BG goalie
Mike Liul.

The Falcons cashed in
and took their first lead in
three games al the 13:25
mark of the period when
left
wing Byron Shun
flipped Ihe puck past a
sprawled May.
The score followed a
scramble in front of the net
and Western's save attempt
was foiled when the puck
slid through a defender's
legs. Assists on Slum \ ninth
scoie of the season came
from
linemates
Sieve
Murphy and Dave Easlon.

AFTER oulshooiing the
losers. 19-8, in Ihe opening
stanza, the BG skaters
wasted little time taking a
two-goal lead early in Ihe
second period.
With
3:09
elapsed,
freshman Gagner beat May
on his slick side with a
reeling wiisl shot. Assists on
Gagner's first collegiate goal
came
from
defenseman
John Mavily and Nagai.
Bowling Green look a 3-0
advantage ai ihe 1*2:37

mark of Ihe period when
Hartman's rebound
was
knocked
home
by
T.
Newton. Titanic was also
credited with an assist on
the
score, set up by ■
Hartman's fancy stickwork
behind the net.
Western,
meanwhile,
retaliated for its initial score
at 15:38 on a breakaway by
top poinlman Rod Hodge.
Hodge took a pass from
lineman) Phil Eve at center
ice, swipped al the puck and
hit ihe upper right hand
corner of Ihe nel.
The Bioncos. now 3-9 in
CCHA play and 13-13*1
overall, made things tense
for the Arena throng of
1.857 at 8:56 of Ihe third
period when Tim Dunlop
cut the margin to 3-2 from
Boh Gardiner and Steve

Smith.
But Titanic added an
insurance goal and closed
the game's scoring at 12:57
when he hit
fiom T. "
Newton and Hartman.

Fencers finish
weekend at 4-7
Bowling Green's fencing team held its first home meet of
the season Saturday, hosting Notre Dame, the University of
Miami and Kent Slale University (KSU).
The Falconwomen. competing only in foil event, beat
Notre Dame, 9-7, and KSU by a 14-2 mark. Standouts for
the women included Roxanne Strait, who won seven
individual contests and Lori Holdren and Linda llelmink
with six wins each.
"The women had excellent control." said coach Beverly
Zanger. "and their victory over Noire Dame was probably
the highlight of the meet."
THE MEN'S learn also had a good showing, defeating
KSU, 7-2. and Miami. 15-12. but losing lo Notre Dame by a
8-19 count.
Jim Foreman was strong in foil against Kent wilh five
wins, while Craig Weidman captured ihrec wins in sabre
competition. BG lost the epee event. 4-5. despite a good
bout by Mike Linton.
But the Falcon men came back to lake Miami in epee.
this lime reversing the score, 5-4.
The Falcons' next home meet will be Feb. 28 against
Case Western Reserve, the University of Michigan al
Dearborn. Oberlin College and Culver Military Academy.

The Bowling Green men's fencing team is shown during hat weekends action. The
men s squad beat Kent State and Miami and lost to Notre Dame in the meet
(Newsphoto by Mindy Milligan)
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TONIGHT IS SUPERSTARS NIGHT
WITH OAKLAND RAIDER GREAT PHIL VILLAPIANO

ANDERSON
ARENA

10

Dolly Sentinel-Tribune Basketball Shoot-Out
615 Melrick Custom Sportswear Sit-ups
6»° Awards Presentation
6" Quick Print Basketball Speed Shooting

|£E
ARENA

10 pm Locker Room Indoor Shot Put
1 T5 Bob Beers Ford Hockey Obstacle Race

